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ABSTRACT

The concentrations of the primary excitatory neurotransmitter glutamate (Glu) and its precursor glutamine (Gln) are directly linked to a variety of neurological and psychiatric disorders. However, accurate non-invasive in vivo detection of both metabolites through magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) is limited by their very similar chemical shifts and J-coupling constants, resulting in severely overlapping multiplet signals that are difficult to separate.

Stimulated echo acquisition mode (STEAM), as an advanced proton MRS (\(^{1}\)H-MRS) method, has been proven to detect metabolites simultaneously and efficiently. Yang et al., (2008) proposed field-specific long echo time (TE) / mixing time (TM) settings for 3 to 9.4 T to optimally separate the main peaks of Gln and Glu in STEAM acquisitions. In the meanwhile, short TE STEAM was also suggested to measure in vivo Gln and Glu at high field strengths, since short TE provides high spectral signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) and the enhanced chemical shift dispersion at strong field strengths can partially resolve the spectral overlap between Gln and Glu.

Due to the above-mentioned different advantages for Gln and Glu acquisitions at short and long TE/TM, the first goal of this study was to determine the best TE/TM setting for Gln and Glu acquisitions at 7 T by systematically investigating the Gln and Glu signals at short TE/TM and 7 T-specific long TE/TM in simulations, in in vitro and in vivo experiments. The results demonstrated that the application of short TE/TM in STEAM can provide more accurate in vivo Gln and Glu detection at 7 T.

Applying STEAM with short TE/TM, local Gln and Glu signals across human cingulate cortex (CC) were systematically measured and quantified. The measurement reproducibility for Gln and Glu, as the second goal of this thesis, was quantified and confirmed. Additionally, the regional variations of local Gln and Glu concentrations
across CC were revealed and compared to the density distributions of local receptors for
the first time.

The last goal of this thesis was to test for the first time whether MRS voxels can be
prescribed automatically with sufficient reliability in a high field longitudinal MRS study.
Using a vendor-provided automatic voxel positioning technique developed for lower
field strength, highly reliable automatic MRS voxel prescription was achieved. Automatic
voxel prescription with higher accuracy and reproducibility, compared to manual voxel
prescription, is thus suggested to be applied in future high field longitudinal MRS studies.
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Die Konzentrationen der wichtigsten exzitatorischen Neurotransmitter Glutamat (Glu) und seiner Vorstufe Glutamin (Gln) sind direkt mit einer Vielzahl von neurologischen und psychiatrischen Störungen verbunden. Ein genauer nicht-invasiver Nachweis beider Metaboliten in vivo mittels Magnetresonanzspektroskopie (MRS) wird jedoch durch ihre sehr ähnlichen chemischen Verschiebungen und J-Kopplungskonstanten sowie durch stark überlappende und schwer trennbare Multiplettsignale begrenzt.


Unter Anwendung von STEAM mit kurzen TE/TM wurden Einzelvoxel-Spektren im cingulären Cortex (CC) bei Probanden systematisch aufgenommen sowie Gln und Glu

Das letzte Ziel dieser Arbeit war es, erstmals im Zeitverlauf bei hoher Feldstärke zu testen, ob MRS-Voxel mit ausreichender Zuverlässigkeit automatisch repositioniert werden können. Mit einer vom Hersteller bereitgestellten automatischen Voxel-Repositionierungstechnik, die für geringere Feldstärken entwickelt wurde, wurden äußerst zuverlässige automatische MRS-Voxel-Repositionierungen erreicht. Für zukünftige MRS-Zeitverlaufsstudien empfiehlt sich daher die automatische Voxel-Repositionierung mit höherer Genauigkeit und Reproduzierbarkeit im Vergleich zur manuellen Voxel-Repositionierung.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolute Concentration</td>
<td>Abs. Con.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of Variance</td>
<td>ANOVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior Cingulate Cortex</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior Comissure</td>
<td>AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior Mid-Cingulate Cortex</td>
<td>aMCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>BW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon-4</td>
<td>C4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caudal Posterior Cingulate Cortex</td>
<td>cPCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebrospinal Fluid</td>
<td>CSF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choline</td>
<td>Cho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cingulate Cortex</td>
<td>CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cramer-Rao Lower Bound</td>
<td>CRLB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default Mode Network</td>
<td>DMN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echo Time</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flip Angle</td>
<td>FA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Width At Half Maximum</td>
<td>FWHM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging</td>
<td>fMRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamate</td>
<td>Glu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamine</td>
<td>Gln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamate + Glutamine</td>
<td>Glx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray Matter</td>
<td>GM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Units</td>
<td>i.u.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraclass Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>ICC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inversion Time</td>
<td>TI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Resonance</td>
<td>MR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy</td>
<td>MRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetization-Prepared Rapid Gradient Echo</td>
<td>MPRAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-Cingulate Cortex</td>
<td>MCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing Time</td>
<td>TM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-acetylaspartate</td>
<td>NAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Magnetic Resonance</td>
<td>NMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parts Per Million</td>
<td>ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point Resolved Spectroscopy</td>
<td>PRESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior Cingulate Cortex</td>
<td>PCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior Commissure</td>
<td>PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregenual Anterior Cingulate Cortex</td>
<td>pgACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proton Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy</td>
<td>$^1$H-MRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Frequency</td>
<td>RF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regions Of Interest</td>
<td>ROIs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition Time</td>
<td>TR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rostral Posterior Cingulate Cortex</td>
<td>rPCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal-To-Noise-Ratio</td>
<td>SNR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulated Echo Acquisition Mode</td>
<td>STEAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Dimensional</td>
<td>3D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable Rate Selective Excitation</td>
<td>VERSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versatile Simulation, Pulses and Analysis for Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy</td>
<td>VeSPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Matter</td>
<td>WM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1.1 Motivation

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS), as a non-invasive technique measuring metabolites \textit{in vivo}, has rapidly developed in the past several decades. Using gradients, MRS technique is able to selectively excite regions of interest and measure neuro-metabolites in specific regions with small volumes by observing the signals of a specific nucleus (e.g., $^1\text{H}$, $^{13}\text{C}$ and $^{31}\text{P}$; Mandal, 2007).

$^1\text{H}$-MRS is one of the most widely applied techniques in basic or clinical studies, since the proton $^1\text{H}$, the most abundant nuclear isotope (99.8%; Blümich, 2005, 16), can provide higher sensitivity compared to other nuclei. With increased magnetic field strengths, accurate metabolite detection using $^1\text{H}$-MRS becomes less challenging, e.g., for metabolites with singlet like N-acetylaspartate, creatine and choline at the field strengths of 1.5 T and 3 T (Bartha et al., 2000; Frahm et al., 1989; Kreis et al., 1993). However, the acquisitions for metabolites with multiplets, especially for those having close chemical shifts and thus difficulties for separation, e.g., glutamine (Gln) and glutamate (Glu), are usually technically limited at field strengths up to 4.7 T (Yang et al., 2008), so that the measured Gln and Glu are in many cases combined and only expressed as Glx (Gln + Glu).

Glutamate, as the primary excitatory neurotransmitter in the central nervous system (Erecinska and Silver, 1990), is rapidly taken up into astrocytes and synthesized into Gln. Glutamine then crosses the membranes of glial cells to be transported into nerve cell terminals and converted into Glu again (Levine et al., 2000). The abnormal levels of Gln, Glu or the ratio of Gln/Glu cycling were reported to directly link to a variety of neurological and psychiatric disorders including epilepsy, major depression disorder, uni- and bi-polar disorders (Petroff et al., 1996; Sanacora et al., 1999; Yildiz-Yesiloglu et al., 2006; Altamura et al., 1995; Brambilla et al., 2005). Therefore, reliable acquisitions of Gln and Glu in parallel, as well as the corresponding accurate quantification of the two, are highly desired in clinical studies and thus must be accomplished.
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To date, a number of $^1$H-MRS techniques have been applied for effective detections of Gln and Glu at 1.5 T and 3 T. They include: 1) point resolved spectroscopy (PRESS) with constant echo time (TE; Schubert et al., 2004; Mayer and Spielman, 2005); 2) spectral editing techniques, e.g., the multiple quantum coherence filtering (Thompson and Allen, 1998) and J-refocused editing and coherence transfer (Lee et al., 1995; Pan et al., 1996); 3) 2D spectroscopy, such as TE-averaged PRESS (Hurd et al., 2004), 2D J-resolved spectroscopy (Thomas et al., 1996) and the chemical shift selective filter (Schulte et al., 2005). However, the PRESS technique with constant TE, i.e., 80 ms, can only optimally detect Glu but not Gln. The spectral editing techniques are not capable of focusing on Gln and Glu simultaneously but losing either Gln or Glu during spectrum acquisitions. 2D spectroscopy are usually time consuming (16 – 30 ms) for one region measurement and require large voxel size (16 - 27 ml). In clinical MRS, the slow rate of acquisition is a challenge for patients, and the required large voxel size can produce strong partial volume effects and prevent the investigations of small yet highly specific brain regions.

Due to increased chemical shift dispersion and spectral sensitivity in high field MR scanner, e.g., 7 T, the spectra of Gln and Glu become feasible to be well resolved (Tkác et al., 2001; Stephenson et al., 2011; Elywa et al., 2012). As an advanced single voxel $^1$H-MRS technique, stimulated echo acquisition mode (STEAM) is, in principle, able to detect in vivo metabolites simultaneously within small MRS voxels and allow for rapid spectrum acquisitions (Graaf and Rothman, 2001). Basing on both advantages, STEAM is considered being potentially suitable for clinical MRS studies. One novel study Yang et al., (2008) simulated the spectral responses of Gln and Glu in STEAM acquisitions with a range of TEs and mixing times (TMs) for 3 T to 9.4 T. This study proposed field-specific long TE/TM settings to optimally resolve Gln and Glu signals of the Carbon-4 (C4) proton resonances which are the main peaks of Gln and Glu spectra. In the mean while, short TE STEAM was also suggested previously to be applied at high field 7 T for in vivo Gln and Glu acquisitions, since short TE for high spectral signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) together with the above-mentioned high chemical shift dispersion at 7 T for partially resolving
spectral overlap can provide reliable acquisitions of Gln and Glu and thus low Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) values of Gln and Glu (Tkác et al., 2001; Stephan et al., 2011). Although both short and field-specific long TE/TM have respective advantages for Gln and Glu detection, it remains however unclear whether the optimal spectral separation between Gln and Glu and thus the accurate metabolite quantification can be achieved by 7 T-specific long TE/TM or the higher spectral SNR at short TE/TM. Therefore, the first goal in this thesis is to determine the optimal TE/TM setting in STEAM for in vivo Gln and Glu acquisitions and separation at 7 T.

Using STEAM with the determined optimal TE/TM setting, local Gln and Glu signals across human cingulate cortex (CC) are to be systematically measured at 7 T. The reproducibility of Gln and Glu measurements, as the second goal of this thesis, is going to be quantified and assessed. In addition, the regional variations of local Gln and Glu as well as GABA in the cingulate sub-regions will be revealed for the first time.

In longitudinal clinical MRS studies, manual voxel prescription as the traditional method for voxel placement can in many cases introduce the variability of voxel positions between different scan sessions and require extra scan time for voxel adjustments (e.g., voxel localizations and orientations; Itti et al., 2001; Benner et al., 2006). Due to the potential interference between high field image intensity variations and voxel position detection, no automatic voxel positioning technique has been applied so far in high field MRS studies. Therefore, the third goal of this thesis is to test whether automatic voxel prescription can be achieved with high accuracy and reproducibility in a 7 T longitudinal in vivo MRS study.

1.2 Outline of the Thesis

In Chapter 2, the basic knowledge regarding nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is firstly introduced, including the background of NMR, chemical shift, J-
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coupling effect and so on. Secondly, the single voxel $^1$H-MRS and its two most widely used techniques, namely, PRESS and STEAM, are presented. Lastly, a routine pipeline for spectrum analysis using LCModel is listed and explained.

In Chapter 3, STEAM spectra of Gln and Glu at short and field-specific long TE/TM are acquired in simulations, and the corresponding in vitro and in vivo Gln and Glu signals are measured at 3 and 7 T. These field-specific Gln and Glu signals are analyzed and compared to determine the optimal TE/TM setting for Gln and Glu acquisitions and separation.

In Chapter 4, STEAM with the optimal TE and TM determined in Chapter 3 is applied at 7 T to systematically measure the local signals of Gln and Glu in four sub-regions across human CC. The reproducibility of Gln and Glu acquisitions are estimated, and the concentration distributions of local Gln, Glu and GABA across the CC are revealed for the first time.

In Chapter 5, a vendor-provided automatic voxel positioning technique is applied for the first time to prescribe spectroscopy voxels in a 7 T longitudinal in vivo MRS study. The accuracy and reproducibility of automatic voxel prescription are assessed and further compared to manual voxel prescription.

Lastly, in Chapter 6, the above mentioned works are discussed and summarized.

All the works mentioned in Chapter 3, 4 and 5 were performed at Otto-von-Guericke-University Magdeburg and supported by DFG (Wa2673/3-1).
Foundations
2.1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

2.1.1 Background

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) is a physical phenomenon used to investigate molecular properties of matter irradiating atomic nuclei in a magnetic field with radio waves (Blümich, 2005, 2; Jacobsen, 2007, 1). Based on the magnetic resonance for certain nucleus, NMR is a spectroscopic technique of determining the chemical structure of the unknown compounds and is also a powerful tool for observing the dynamic processes that may occur within or between molecules, e.g., bond rotation about bond axes, ring inversion, tautomerism (intra- and inter-molecular exchange of nuclei between functional groups) and etc. (Balcli, 2005, 213). The nuclei of $^1$H, $^{13}$C, $^{15}$N and $^{31}$P are the most commonly used in NMR spectroscopy (Blümich, 2005, 16; Jacobsen, 2007, 1). In this chapter, the NMR with the proton $^1$H is taken as an example to explain the concepts of chemical shift, J-coupling effect and multiplicity.

2.1.2 Chemical Shift

The Larmor frequency $V_0$ of a free single proton spin is given by the Larmor equation (Becker, 2000, 88):

$$V_0 = \gamma \cdot B_0$$

[Eq.2.1]

, where $\gamma$ is the gyromagnetic ratio (42.6 MHz/T for $^1$H) and $B_0$ is the field strength of the external static magnetic field.

In atoms and molecules, a proton $i$ is shielded by electrons. It does not experience the static field $B_0$ but a magnetic field $B_i$, arising from superposition of the $B_0$ field and an additional field $B_{ind,i}$ induced by the shielding electrons (Keeler, 2002, 2-2; Breitmaier and Voelter, 1987, 15):
Foundations

\[ B_i = B_0 - B_{\text{ind},i} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{[Eq.2.2]}

The strength of \( B_{\text{ind},i} \) induced by the electrons is proportional to the strength of the applied \( B_0 \):

\[ B_{\text{ind},i} = \sigma_i \cdot B_0 \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{[Eq.2.3]}

, where the factor \( \sigma_i \) is called the magnetic shielding constant for the proton \( i \), and characterizes the chemical environment of that proton.

According to the above mentioned Eq.2.2 and Eq.2.3, the effective field \( B_i \) experienced by the proton \( i \) is calculated:

\[ B_i = B_0 \cdot (1 - \sigma_i) \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{[Eq.2.4]}

Thus, the proton \( i \) precesses at the Larmor frequency \( V_{0,i} \) when exposed to the static magnetic field \( B_0 \):

\[ V_{0,i} = \gamma \cdot B_0 \cdot (1 - \sigma_i) \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{[Eq.2.5]}

Therefore, the shift of Larmor frequencies due to the chemical nonequivalence of protons in molecules is called the chemical shift (Breitmaier and Voelter, 1987, 15).

Chemical shifts are measured with reference to the absorption signal of a reference compound appearing at frequency \( V_{\text{ref}} \) (Hz). The most commonly used reference compound is tetramethylsilane (TMS; Balcli, 2005, 29).

If the proton \( i \) has the frequency \( V_i \) (Hz) and the frequency of the TMS is \( V_{\text{TMS}} \) (also in Hz), the chemical shift \( \delta \) of nucleus is computed as (Keeler, 2002, 2-2):

\[ \delta = \frac{V_i - V_{\text{TMS}}}{V_{\text{TMS}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{[Eq.2.6]}


Foundations

Typically, the chemical shift $\delta$ is rather small, so it is common to multiply the value by $10^6$ and then quote its value in parts per million (ppm):

$$\delta(\text{ppm}) = 10^6 \frac{V_i - V_{TMS}}{V_{TMS}}$$

[Eq. 2.7]

With this definition, the chemical shift of the reference compound is 0 ppm.

2.1.3 J-Coupling Effect

In addition to the chemical shift, there is another molecular interaction that modifies the environment of a proton. Protons located on the same molecule interact with each other and each has its local magnetic field affected. The most common instance of this in biological systems is facilitated by the bonding electrons in the molecule and is known as J-coupling. Unlike chemical shift, J-coupling is independent of magnetic field strength and there is always another spin involved in the coupling (Brown and Semelka, 2003, 182).

J-coupling is the only factor that determines the splitting patterns of the signals (Balcli, 2005, 139). In the proton NMR spectrum, each signal is split into a multiple peak pattern by the influence of its “neighbors”, the proton attached to the next carbon in the chain. Consider two protons ($^1\text{H}_a\text{C}-^1\text{H}_b$) with different chemical shifts on two adjacent carbon atoms in a molecule. The magnetic nucleus of $H_b$ can be either aligned with (“up”) or against (“down”) the magnetic field. From the point of view of $H_a$, the $H_b$ nucleus magnetic field perturbs the external magnetic field, adding a slight amount to it or subtracting a slight amount from it, depending on the orientation of the $H_b$ nucleus (“up” or “down”). Because the resonant frequency is proportional to the magnetic field experienced by the nucleus due to Eq.2.1, this changes the $H_a$ frequency so that it now resonates at both frequencies. Because roughly 50% of the $H_b$ nuclei are in the “up” state and roughly 50% are in the “down” state, the $H_a$ resonance is split by $H_b$ into a pair
of resonance peaks of equal intensity (a “doublet”) with a separation of J Hz, where J is called the J coupling constant. The relationship is mutual so that \( H_b \) experiences the same splitting effect (separation of J Hz) from \( H_a \) (Jacobsen, 2007, 4).

There are two different kinds of J-coupling spin systems: weakly coupled spin systems and strong coupled spin system. Weakly coupled spin system is defined as when the Larmor frequencies of spins are much greater in magnitude than the magnitude of the couplings between spins, whereas strongly coupled spin system is the spin system in which the separation of the Larmor frequencies of spins are much lower than the coupling constants (Keeler, 2002, 2-14).

2.1.4 Multiplicity

Multiplicity of the split is determined by the number of protons. The signal of a proton that has \( n \) equivalent neighboring protons is split into a multiplet of \( n+1 \) peaks (Balcli, 2005, 96-97).

2.2 In Vivo Single Voxel Proton Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (\(^1\)H-MRS)

2.2.1 Background

The fundamental basis of magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) is governed by the same principles of NMR introduced in the previous section (Mandal, 2007). As the most abundant nuclear isotope (99.8%) in nature, the proton \(^1\)H is one of the most observed nuclei using MRS technique (Graaf and Rothman, 2001). In numerous studies, proton MRS (\(^1\)H-MRS) has been applied to measure metabolites in vivo (Graaf and Rothman, 2001).
2.2.2 Techniques for Spatial Localization

$^1$H-MRS has demonstrated that it is possible to obtain high resolution spectra from small well-defined regions (Mandal, 2007). These regions are selected using three-dimension oriented radio frequency (RF) pulses when spatial localization techniques are applied (Fig. 2.1). Generally, spatial localization techniques contain single voxel and multiple voxel techniques. Single voxel techniques (also called single voxel spectroscopy) acquire spectra from a single small volume of tissue, whereas multiple voxel techniques localize multiple voxels and acquire the corresponding spectra during a single measurement (Brown and Semelka, 2003, 186-189). As the applied techniques in this thesis, two most frequently used single voxel techniques for $^1$H-MRS are introduced: Point-Resolved Spectroscopy (PRESS) and Stimulated Echo Acquisition Mode (STEAM).

![A schematic illustration of selecting a voxel by three orthogonal slice-selecting pulses using spatial localization techniques (Mandal, 2007)](image)

**Point-Resolved Spectroscopy** (Fig. 2.2.A) consists of a 90° excitation pulse and two 180° refocusing pulses. When the first 180° pulse is executed at time $\text{TE}_1/2$ after the excitation pulse, a spin echo is formed at time $\text{TE}_1$. The second 180° pulse refocuses this spin echo during a delay $\text{TE}_2$, so that the final spin echo is yielded at time $\text{TE} = \text{TE}_1 + \text{TE}_2$. 
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When the three RF pulses are frequency selective and are executed in combination with magnetic field gradients \((G_x, G_y \text{ and } G_z)\), PRESS is capable of three-dimensional localization of a cubic voxel. The first echo at time \(TE_1\) contains signal from a column, which is the intersection between the two orthogonal slices selected by the 90° pulse and the first 180° pulse. The second spin echo only contains signal from the intersection of the three orthogonal planes selected by the three pulses resulting in the desired volume. Signal outside this volume is either not excited or not refocused (Graaf and Rothman, 2001).

**Stimulated Echo Acquisition Mode** (Fig. 2.2.B), similar to PRESS, also uses three mutually orthogonal slice selective pulses and collects only the echo signal from the defined spectroscopy in space where all three slices intersect. The main difference is that STEAM utilizes three slice-selective 90° pulses to achieve localization. As a consequence, STEAM selects a spatially selective stimulated echo, rather than a spin echo as in PRESS.

For both PRESS and STEAM techniques, PRESS is able to provide double the signal from a volume of interest as compared with STEAM, given identical TE. However, STEAM is less sensitive to \(T_2\)-relaxation effects as no \(T_2\)-relaxation occurs during the mixing time (TM), whereas PRESS is sensitive to \(T_2\)-relaxation throughout the localization sequence. In addition, shorter TEs can be achieved using STEAM than using PRESS with the same hardware. Another important factor to consider, especially at high field strengths, is that the amount of transmitter voltage required is approximately two times higher for PRESS than for STEAM, although it is not a significant factor at low fields.

Transmitter voltage, which is proportional to RF power absorbed by subjects, should be taken into account for safety during *in vivo* experiments at high field 7 T. The technique of variable rate selective excitation (VERSE) pulses, which aims to reduce RF power using a time-varying gradient to change the shape of the RF pulse without changing the spatial excitation profile on resonance, was introduced (Hargreaves et al., 2004; Bernstein et al.,...
Foundations

2004, 58-60) and adapted into 7 T STEAM sequence application (Elywa et al., 2012). Fig. 2.3.A shows an example of gradient wave forms with an original constant rate (solid) and a time-varying rate (dash), while Fig. 2.3.B shows the corresponding RF pulse shapes (Conolly et al., 1991). Using the VERSE technique, the amplitude of the RF pulse is reduced by means of stretching its pulse shape when the spatial excitation profile remains the same.

Figure 2.2 Schematic diagrams of PRESS pulse sequence (A) and STEAM pulse sequence (B) are shown (Graaf and Rothman, 2001).
2.2.3 Spectral Analysis

The MRS signal acquired using PRESS or STEAM technique from the regions of interest contains information regarding the identity, molecular environment, and concentration of the metabolite producing the signal. The information is provided by the resonant frequency, the linewidth, and the integrated peak area, respectively (Brown and Semelka, 2003, 189). Currently, a variety of software is able to analyze MRS signal either in time domain (e.g., MRUI) or frequency domain (e.g., LCModel). Compared to the information extracted from the time domain form (free induction decay signal), it is more convenient to analyze frequency domain form (spectrum) obtained following a Fourier transformation (FT; Brown and Semelka, 2003, 189). The software LCModel is very popular and mostly used in a number of laboratories for spectrum analysis. A corresponding pipeline regarding the spectral analysis using LCModel is described in Fig. 2.4 (Brown and Semelka, 2003, 190).
Eddy Currents are induced as a result of the time-varying nature of the gradient pulses. They produce time-dependent shifts of the resonance frequency in the selected volume, resulting in a distortion of the spectrum after FT (Brown and Semelka, 2003, 190). To avoid this, a correction method is applied in LCModel that the effect of the eddy currents on the MRS spectrum can be compensated by subtracting the phase of the
unsuppressed water signal from the suppressed water signal to be evaluated (Klose, 1990).

**Fourier Transformation**

Fourier Transformation is a mathematical algorithm used to convert the free induction decay (FID) signal (measured signal) \( f(t) \) in the time domain into the spectrum \( F(\nu) \) in the frequency domain (Keeler, 2002, 4-2). The conversion is expressed using the following integral:

\[
F(\nu) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} f(t) \cdot \exp(-2 \cdot i \cdot \pi \cdot \nu \cdot t) \cdot dt
\]

[Eq.2.8]

Supposing the FID signal is: \( f(t) = a \cdot \cos(2 \cdot \pi \cdot \nu' \cdot t) \cdot \exp(-t / T^*_2) \) , the corresponding spectrum \( F(\nu) \) using FT is yielded:

\[
F(\nu) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} a \cdot \cos(2 \cdot \pi \cdot \nu' \cdot t) \cdot \exp(-t / T^*_2) \cdot \exp(-2 \cdot i \cdot \pi \cdot \nu \cdot t) \cdot dt
\]

\[
= \int_{0}^{+\infty} a \cdot \exp(2 \cdot \pi \cdot \nu' \cdot t) \cdot \exp(-t / T^*_2) \cdot \exp(-2 \cdot i \cdot \pi \cdot \nu \cdot t) \cdot dt
\]

\[
= a \cdot \frac{T^*_2}{1 + 4 \cdot \pi^2 \cdot (T^*_2)^2 \cdot (\nu' - \nu)^2} + i \cdot \frac{T^*_2 \cdot 2 \cdot \pi \cdot (\nu' - \nu)}{1 + 4 \cdot \pi^2 \cdot (T^*_2)^2 \cdot (\nu' - \nu)^2}
\]

\[
= A \cdot (\nu' - \nu) + i \cdot D \cdot (\nu' - \nu)
\]

[Eq.2.9]

The real part \( A \) is the absorption spectrum at frequency \( \nu' \), and the imaginary part \( D \) is the dispersion spectrum. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the line depends on the decay rate of the relaxation as: \( FWHM = \frac{1}{\pi \cdot T^*_2} \) for the linewidth at half-height (Blümich, 2005, 38).
Phase Correction
Due to the reasons of measuring instruments, there is an unknown phase shift for the signal. In general, this leads to a situation in which the real part of the spectrum does not show a pure absorption lineshape. Therefore, two kinds of phase errors occur: zero order phase error and first order phase error (Keeler, 2002, 4-6). In LCModel, the corresponding phase correction functions zero order phase correction and first order phase correction are applied iteratively for correcting the spectral phase errors (Provencher, 2013, 89).

Baseline Correction
The baseline is the average of the noise part of the spectrum. Ideally, it would be a straight, horizontal line representing zero intensity. However, in reality, it can drift, roll and wiggle (Jacobsen, 2007, 132-133). These errors may come from the external perturbations or instrumental imperfections during data acquisition or are caused by mis-set acquisition parameters, e.g., incomplete suppression of the water signal (Bigler, 1997, 200-201). The baseline can be automatically adjusted using spline functions in LCModel (Provencher, 2013, 123). A flat baseline is essential for peak area measures, which is important for metabolite quantification.

Quantification
The LCModel algorithm models the in vivo $^1$H MRS spectrum as a linear combination of in vitro MRS spectra obtained from metabolite solutions (basis set; Graaf and Rothman, 2001). Since the basis set is generally not measured under identical situations as the in vivo MRS measurements, this difference could lead to different scaling. In LCModel, the in vivo spectra could be scaled using water scaling factor ($f_{\text{scale}}$) to be consistent with the basis set data. Incidentally, $f_{\text{scale}}$ is defined as the ratio of the normalized signal strength in the basis set to the normalized unsuppressed water signal in in vivo data. Further, the metabolite absolute concentrations can be calculated (Provencher, 2013, 111):
\[ Conc_{\text{met}} = Ratio_{\text{area}} \cdot \left( \frac{2}{N1H_{\text{met}}} \right) \cdot \left( \frac{ATT_{\text{H}_2\text{O}}}{att_{\text{met}}} \right) \cdot W_{\text{conc}} \]  

[Eq.2.10]

Where \( Conc_{\text{met}} \) is the metabolite concentration; \( Ratio_{\text{area}} \) is the ratio of the metabolite resonance area to the unsuppressed water resonance area; \( N1H_{\text{met}} \) demonstrates the number of the equivalent proton in the metabolite groups; \( W_{\text{conc}} \) is the water concentration in the measured MRS voxel in mM/L; \( att_{\text{met}} \) and \( ATT_{\text{H}_2\text{O}} \) are the attenuation factor of the respective metabolite and water.
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3.1 Preface

The goal in this chapter is to determine the optimal echo time (TE) / mixing time (TM) setting in stimulated-echo acquisition mode (STEAM) for \textit{in vivo} glutamine (Gln) and glutamate (Glu) acquisitions and separation at 7 T.

Glutamate is the major excitatory neurotransmitter in the central nervous system. Glutamine, the precursor of Glu, is synthesized from Glu in astrocytes and converted into Glu after released into neurons (Albrecht et al., 2010; Daikhin and Yudkoff, 2000). Accurate detection of \textit{in vivo} Glu and Gln is of particular interest in clinical field (Yang et al., 2008), as the concentration levels of Glu and the Glu/Gln ratio are closely linked to many neurological and psychiatric diseases, including Alzheimer’s dementia (Moats et al., 1994), Huntington’s disease (Taylor-Robinson et al., 1996) and major depressive disorder (Horn et al., 2010). However, due to the similar chemical shifts and J-coupling effects, Gln and Glu spectra are severely overlapped and thus the reliable detection of both metabolites is largely limited (Yang et al., 2008).

As one widely applied proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy ($^1$H-MRS) technique, STEAM is considered being feasible to effectively and efficiently measure Gln and Glu spectra in parallel (Graaf and Rothman, 2001; Bartha et al., 2000; Tkác et al., 2001). Since spectral responses of Gln and Glu in STEAM are highly varied according to the choices of field-specific inter-pulse timings, i.e., TE and TM (Thompson and Allen, 2001), Yang et al., (2008) systematically simulated the STEAM spectra of Gln and Glu with a range of TEs and TMs for 3 T to 9.4 T and found field-specific long TE/TM settings to optimally resolve Gln and Glu signals of the Carbon-4 (C4) proton resonances, which are the main spectral peaks of Gln and Glu. In the mean while, STEAM with short TE/TM was also suggested to acquire Gln and Glu at strong field strengths, since high signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) at short TE and increased chemical shift dispersion at strong field strengths for partially resolving spectral overlap problem can largely benefit the Gln and
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Glu acquisitions (Bartha et al., 2000; Tkác et al., 2001). Moreover, Stephan et al., (2011) estimated in vivo Gln and Glu acquired using STEAM with short TE/TM (16 ms / 17 ms) and 7 T-specific long TE/TM (74 ms / 68 ms; Yang et al., 2008) at 7 T. They found significantly lower Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) values of the Gln and Glu at short TE/TM.

Based on these previous studies, it is however still unclear whether the optimal spectral separation between Gln and Glu and thus the accurate concentration quantification can be achieved by field-specific long TE/TM or the higher spectral SNR at short TE/TM. Therefore, to determine the optimal TE/TM for Gln and Glu acquisitions and quantification, a comparison study is implemented in this chapter to systematically compare the Gln and Glu signals acquired using STEAM with short and field-specific long TE/TM at 3 and 7 T.

This chapter firstly introduces the basic knowledge of Gln and Glu including their chemical structures and properties of each group and explains that why spectral patterns of Gln and Glu are strongly influenced by different options of TE and TM values in STEAM. Secondly, this chapter describes the acquisitions of Gln and Glu signals in simulations, in a man-made phantom and in healthy human brains using STEAM with short TE/TM (20 ms / 10 ms) and proposed field-specific long TE/TM settings (72 ms / 6 ms for 3 T; 74 ms / 68 ms for 7 T; Yang et al., 2008) at 3 and 7 T. Besides to the CRLB estimations for Gln and Glu, the detailed concentration relationships and the degrees of correlation between Gln and Glu are also taken into account. Additionally, point-resolved spectroscopy (PRESS) with short TE of 35ms is also applied to acquire in vivo spectra in 3 T, in order to further investigate the relationship between high SNR and quantification of Gln and Glu.
3.2 Background

3.2.1 Glutamate and Glutamine

Glutamate (Fig. 3.1.A) is an amino acid with an acidic side chain. It is found as the most abundant amino acid in human brain with a concentration of approximately 12 mmol/kg_{ww} (Govindaraju et al., 2000). Glutamate has two methylene groups and a methine group that are strongly J-coupled, giving rise to a complex spectrum with multiplets (Govindaraju et al., 2000). As measured by Govindaraju et al., (2000), the signal from the single proton of the methine group is spread over as a doublet-of-doublets which are centering at 3.74 ppm, while the resonances of the two methylene group are closely grouped in the range of 2.04 to 2.35 ppm.

Glutamine (Fig. 3.1.B) is structurally similar to glutamate with two methylene groups and a methine group, and its coupling pattern is the same as Glu. A triplet from the methine proton resonates at 3.75 ppm. The multiplets from the four methylene protons are closely grouped from 2.12 to 2.46 ppm. The two amide protons appear at 6.82 and 7.53 ppm as they are chemically nonequivalent (Govindaraju et al., 2000).

In the central nervous system, Gln, as the precursor of Glu, is synthesized in astrocytes from Glu. Then, Glu is released by neurons and re-uptaken by astrocytes with the conversion back to Gln (Pfleiderer et al., 2003). Due to the very close chemical shifts, the spectra of Gln and Glu are partially overlaid and reported to be very difficult to separate. Therefore, the contributions of Gln and Glu are commonly combined and denoted as ‘Glx’ when analyzing in vivo spectra.

The detailed values of chemical shifts and J-couplings, types of multiplicity and other chemical structure parameters for Gln and Glu are provided in Table 3.1.
Figure 3.1 The chemical structures of glutamate (A) and glutamine (B) (Govindaraju et al., 2000).
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Table 3.1 The chemical shifts and J-coupling values for glutamate and glutamine. Chemical shifts are reported with reference to DSS-trimethyl singlet resonance at 0.0 ppm, and multiplicity definitions are: d, doublet; t, triplet; m, other multiplet (Govindaraju et al., 2000).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Chemical Shift (ppm)</th>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>J-Coupling</th>
<th>Connectivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glutamate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^2$CH</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.7433</td>
<td>dd</td>
<td>7.331</td>
<td>2 – 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^3$CH$_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.0375</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>4.651</td>
<td>2 – 3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.1200</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>-14.849</td>
<td>3 – 3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^4$CH$_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.3378</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>8.406</td>
<td>3 – 4’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.3520</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>6.875</td>
<td>3’ – 4’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.413</td>
<td>3 – 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.478</td>
<td>3’ – 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-15.915</td>
<td>4 – 4’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^2$CH</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.7530</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>5.847</td>
<td>2 – 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^3$CH$_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.1290</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>6.500</td>
<td>2 – 3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.1090</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>-14.504</td>
<td>3 – 3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^4$CH$_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.4320</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>9.165</td>
<td>3 – 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.4540</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>6.347</td>
<td>3’ – 4’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.324</td>
<td>3’ – 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.209</td>
<td>3’ – 4’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-15.371</td>
<td>4 – 4’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2 Effect of TE/TM on Gln and Glu

As reported by Thompson and Allen (2001), the spectral patterns of strongly coupled spin systems Gln and Glu are strongly depended on the choice of two inter-pulse times (i.e., TE and TM) in a STEAM sequence, since both TE and TM can affect the time-depended intermediate states of magnetization, i.e., anti-phase coherence and zero quantum coherence. Both inter-pulse evolutions can influence the magnitude of components that eventually contribute to the observable line shape.
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In a standard STEAM sequence (Fig. 2.2.B), after the first 90° excitation pulse, the mixture of in-phase coherence and zero quantum coherence evolve from in-phase evolution transverse magnetization during the first TE/2 period. The evolution is primarily governed by J-coupling constants of Gln and Glu (Table 3.1). After the second 90° pulse, the resulted in-phase coherences at the end of the first TE/2 are transformed to longitudinal magnetization and the anti-phase coherences are converted into multiple quantum coherences. The magnitude of the anti-phase coherences is dominated by the choice of TE. Among the yielded multiple quantum coherences, all high order quantum terms are dephased by TM spoiler gradients and only the gradient-insensitive zero quantum terms oscillate during the TM period. The zero quantum coherences evolve between real and imaginary states and the longitudinal terms keep static. After the final third 90° pulse, the longitudinal magnetization is flipped back to the transverse plane into both in- and anti-phase coherences, and only the TM-dependent imaginary part of the zero quantum coherences are transformed to anti-phase coherence due to the phase-sensitivity of this process. After the final TE/2 evolution period, both in- and anti-phase coherences evolve into the final mixture of transverse coherences and determine the metabolite line shape.

As an example, the simulated spectral responses of Glu in STEAM acquisition with different TEs and TMs are shown in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Simulated spectral responses of Glu in STEAM acquisition with fixed TM of 10 ms and TEs of 10 ms to 100 ms with an increased step of 10 ms under field strengths of 3 T (A) and 7 T (C), and with fixed TE of 20 ms and varied TMs from 10 ms to 100 ms with 10 ms increased step under field strengths of 3 T (B) and 7 T (D).
3.3 Materials and Methods

3.3.1 Spectral Simulation for Gln and Glu

The software Versatile Simulation, Pulses and Analysis for Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (VeSPA) version 0.7.1, developed according to the GAMMA/PyGAMMA NMR simulation libraries (Smith et al., 1994; Soher et al., 2013), was applied to simulate the STEAM spectra of Gln or Glu at short and long TE/TM settings at 3 and 7 T. The chemical shift values and J-coupling constants of Gln and Glu were obtained from Govindaraju et al., (2000). The field strengths, short and long TE/TM values were separately set as 123.26 MHz, 20 ms / 10 ms and 72 ms / 6 ms for 3 T and 297.14 MHz, 20 ms / 10 ms and 74 ms / 68 ms for 7 T, in which the field-specific long TE/TM settings were proposed by Yang et al., (2008). The embedded standard STEAM sequence with ideal hard 90°-90°-90° RF pulses was selected to simulate spectra for simplicity, since the choice of realistic or ideal hard selective 90° pulse was demonstrated not a critical factor governing spectral responses in STEAM acquisition (Thompson and Allen, 2001).

3.3.2 Phantom Results

A spherical phantom (40 mm diameter) was used in phantom experiments, containing 100 mM Glu and 17 mM Gln in a buffered solution (pH = 7.2). The concentration ratio of Glu to Gln (Glu/Gln) is 5.88, aiming to agree with the recently proposed Glu/Gln ratio in human posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) region (Dou et al., 2013).

All phantom experiments were performed using a 3 T Siemens MAGNETOM Trio scanner with an 8 channel phased-arrayed head coil and a 7 T MR scanner (Siemens MAGNETOM) with a 32-channel head array coil. To acquire T$_1$-weighted phantom images, three dimensional (3D) magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence with image resolution of 1.0 x 1.0 x 2.0 mm$^3$ was applied at 3 T with TE = 5.01 ms, repetition
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time (TR) = 1650 ms, inversion time (TI) = 1100 ms, flip angle (FA) = 7°, bandwidth (BW) = 130 Hz/pixel and acquisition matrix = 256 x 256 x 96. A separate 1.0 mm resolution isotropic 3D MPRAGE sequence was applied at 7 T using TE = 2.66 ms, TR = 2300 ms, TI = 1050 ms, FA = 5°, BW = 150 Hz/pixel and acquisition matrix = 256 x 256 x 192. Based on these high resolution images, all MR spectroscopy (MRS) voxels were placed in the phantom center and manually shimmed to optimize magnetic field homogeneity by the vendor-provided automatic shim procedure. After these voxel-wise adjustments, a standard STEAM (128 averages, TR = 2000 ms, short TE/TM = 20 ms / 10 ms and long TE/TM = 72 ms / 6 ms, voxel size = 15 x 15 x 15 mm³, data size = 2048 points, BW = 2000 Hz) was employed to acquire phantom spectra at 3 T. The spectrum acquisition for each region took four minutes and twenty four seconds. STEAM with variable rate selective excitation (VERSE) pulses was applied to acquire phantom spectra at 7 T with 128 averages, TR = 3000 ms, short TE/TM = 20 ms / 10 ms and long TE/TM = 74 ms / 68 ms, voxel size = 10 x 10 x 10 mm³, data size = 2048 points and BW = 2800 Hz. The acquisition time for each region was six minutes and thirty six seconds. The application of VERSE pulses aimed to reduce the peak power requirements of RF pulses at high field strength (Elywa et al., 2012). Corresponding water reference spectra for eddy current correction and absolute metabolite concentration quantification were also acquired at 3 and 7 T.

3.3.3 In Vivo Results

Fourteen healthy male subjects were recruited for human brain scans. Of these subjects, six (28 ± 4 years old) were selected for 3 T scans, and the remaining eight (26 ± 3 years old) were measured at 7 T. To rule out present physical illness and psychiatric abnormality, all subjects were assessed before participation using self-report questionnaires approved by the local ethical committee according to the declaration of Helsinki.
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Similar to the phantom measurements, the human experiments were performed in the same 3 T system with an 8-channel head coil and in the same 7 T system albeit with a 24-channel head array coil. A 1.0 mm resolution isotropic 3D MPRAGE sequence was applied for 3 T T₁-weighted anatomical image acquisitions with TE = 4.77 ms, TR = 2500 ms, TI = 1100 ms, FA = 7°, BW = 140 Hz/pixel and acquisition matrix = 256 x 256 x 192. A 0.8 mm resolution isotropic 3D MPRAGE sequence was employed for acquiring 7 T T₁-weighted brain anatomical images with TE = 2.73 ms, TR = 2300 ms, TI = 1050 ms, FA = 5°, BW = 150 Hz/pixel and acquisition matrix = 320 x 320 x 224. A reconstruction of MPRAGE images was implemented into the anterior commissure – posterior commissure plane providing the anterior – posterior direction for MRS voxel positioning. Based on the reconstructed MPRAGE images, MRS voxels with voxel size 25 x 15 x 10 mm³ = 3.75 ml were placed in the rostral PCC (rPCC) region (Fig. 3.3.A) for all 3 and 7 T subjects, as well as an additional caudal PCC (cPCC) region (Fig. 3.3.B) for 3 T subjects. Local B₁ adjustments were applied to improve the magnetic field homogeneity for voxel-specific regions at 3 and 7 T. The STEAM and STEAM VERSE sequences with identical TR/TE/TM settings, as in the phantom experiments, were separately applied for in vivo spectrum acquisitions at 3 and 7 T. In addition, PRESS sequences (128 averages, TR = 2000 ms, short TE = 35 ms, voxel size = 25 x 15 x 10 mm³ = 3.75 ml, data size = 2048 points, BW = 2000 Hz) were employed at 3 T. The spectrum acquisition took four minutes and twenty four seconds for each voxel.
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Figure 3.3 Voxel placement in the rPCC region (A) and cPCC region (B) in representative 3D MPRAGE anatomical images acquired at 3 T.

3.3.4 Basis Set Making

Four TE/TM- and field-specific basis sets for analyzing in vivo spectra consist of measured Gln and Glu spectra and fifteen simulated spectra of alanine, aspartate, N-acetylaspartate (NAA), N-Acetylaspartylglutamic acid, choline, creatine (Cr), GABA, glucose, glycerophosphocholine, glutathione, myo-Inositol, phosphocreatine, lactate,
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phosphocholine, and scyllo-inositol. Gln and Glu spectra were measured using STEAM with identical TR/TE/TM as in the phantom measurements at 3 T and 7 T. All other metabolite spectra were simulated using VeSPA version 0.7.1 with the same parameter settings as explained in section 3.3.1. The corresponding J-coupling and chemical shift values of metabolites were acquired from Govindaraju et al., (2000).

To analyze in vivo spectra acquired using short TE PRESS, the sequence-specific in vitro spectra basis set was measured with identical TR/TE at 3 T. It includes sixteen major metabolite spectra (alanine, aspartate, NAA, N-Acetylaspartylglutamic acid, Cr, GABA, Glu, Gln, glucose, glycerophosphocholine, glutathione, myo-inositol, phosphocreatine, lactate, phosphocholine, and taurine).

3.3.5 Data Analysis

The spectral overlap between simulated Gln and Glu spectra were assessed by calculating the geometrical overlap ratios as the Gln and Glu intersection relative to the set union of Gln and Glu (Gln ∩ Glu/Gln+Glu) in the range of 2.25 ppm to 2.55 ppm. The SNRs of phantom and in vivo spectra were respectively calculated according to the equations of SNR \text{phantom} = \frac{\text{Peak Height of Glu}}{\text{standard deviation of spectral noise}} and SNR \text{in vivo} = \frac{\text{Peak Height of NAA}}{\text{standard deviation of spectral noise}}.

LCModel version 6.1.0 (Provencher, 1993) was applied to analyze all phantom and in vivo spectra. Full width at half maximum (FWHM) values for spectral line-width estimation, the absolute metabolite concentrations with respective CRLBs and correlation coefficients between Gln and Glu were obtained. Because the T\textsubscript{1} and T\textsubscript{2} relaxation effects of metabolites can severely influence the metabolite quantification especially at long TE and TM (Provencher, 2013, 128-129), the correction for relaxation effects was taken into account when using LCModel for metabolite quantification. For
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Simplicity, the field-specific $T_1$ and $T_2$ values of Cr (the reference metabolite in LCModel analysis) were used: 1380 ms and 151 ms for 3 T and 1760 ms and 121 ms for 7 T (Li et al., 2008). The metabolite concentrations were expressed using institutional units (i.u.).

In vivo spectra with poor quality were excluded, following standard criteria of SNR < 15, FWHM > 12 Hz (for 3 T) and > 25 Hz (for 7 T), CRLBs for Gln+Glu (Glx), Gln and Glu > 100% (Stephan et al., 2011; Tkác et al., 2009). In total, two Gln values were discarded from the whole data sample, corresponding to less than 2% of all entries. The missing values were replaced by mean levels of respective Gln data. Additionally, the paired t-tests toolbox in SPSS 18 (SPSS for Windows, Chicago III, USA) was applied for the full sample to test the significance with the significance threshold of $p = 0.05$. The 3 T rPCC and cPCC spectra were combined as PCC spectra for paired t-test analysis, since the Gln and Glu concentrations in both sub-regions of PCC were reported to have no significant difference (Dou et al., 2013).

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Simulation Results

Simulated Gln and Glu spectra are shown in Fig. 3.4. At 3 T, the geometrical overlap ratio $\text{Gln} \cap \text{Glu}/\text{Gln}+\text{Glu}$ for Gln and Glu (Fig. 3.4.A, B) using short TE/TM was 6% larger than that using long TE/TM (28% vs 22%). At increased field strength of 7 T, the spectral separation between the simulated Gln and Glu is higher using either short or long TE/TM (Fig. 3.4.C, D). The corresponding overlap ratio for Gln and Glu with short TE/TM was slightly larger than that with long TE/TM (11% vs 10%).
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Figure 3.4 Simulated STEAM spectra of Glu (red) and Gln (black) of the C4 proton resonances (around 2.35 ppm for Glu and 2.45 ppm for Gln) with short TE/TM (20 ms / 10 ms; A) and long TE/TM (72 ms / 6 ms; B) at 3 T, and with short TE/TM (20 ms / 10 ms; C) and long TE/TM (74 ms / 68 ms; D) at 7 T.

3.4.2 Phantom Results

Fig. 3.5 and Table 3.2 show the phantom results. The Glu/Gln concentration ratios using long TE/TM reflected the true value 5.88 more accurately than those using short TE/TM at 3 and 7 T (3 T: 6.86 vs 8.64; 7 T: 5.87 vs 5.99), although short TE/TM provided higher SNRs and less CRLBs than long TE/TM.
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Figure 3.5 LCModel analyzed phantom spectra: A and B show the spectra acquired using STEAM with short TE/TM (20 ms / 10 ms) and long TE/TM (72 ms / 6 ms) at 3 T; C and D show the spectra acquired using STEAM with VERSE at short TE/TM (20 ms / 10 ms) and long TE/TM (74 ms / 68 ms) at 7 T.

Table 3.2 Quantitative phantom results from STEAM acquisitions with short and long TE/TM (20 ms / 10 ms & 72 ms / 6 ms) at 3 T and STEAM with VERSE (20 ms / 10 ms & 74 ms / 68 ms) at 7 T.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Short TE/TM</th>
<th>Long TE/TM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CRLB (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glu/Gln</td>
<td>8.64</td>
<td>6.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gln</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glu</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glu/Gln</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gln</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glu</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>270</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glu/Gln</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gln</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glu</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3.4.3 In Vivo Results

3 T

All 3 T spectra (Fig. 3.6.A, B, C) were compared using paired t-tests. No significant difference for spectral FWHMs were revealed between short TE/TM and long TE/TM (4.0 ± 0.7 Hz vs 4.1 ± 0.6 Hz; \( T = -0.77, p = 0.46 \)), between short TE/TM and PRESS (4.0 ± 0.7 Hz vs 4.3 ± 0.5 Hz; \( T = -1.34, p = 0.21 \)), and between long TE/TM and PRESS (4.1 ± 0.6 Hz vs 4.3 ± 0.5 Hz; \( T = -1.00, p = 0.34 \)).

Significantly higher SNRs were found in the spectra acquired using PRESS than those using STEAM with short TE/TM (60 ± 10 vs 40 ± 5; \( T = 6.42, p < 0.001 \)), while the SNRs of spectra measured using STEAM with short TE/TM were significantly higher than those with long TE/TM (40 ± 5 vs 30 ± 3; \( T = 7.62, p < 0.001 \)).

As shown in Table 3.3, Glx concentrations have not shown significant difference between short and long TE/TM (\( T = -0.07, p = 0.95 \)), between long TE/TM and PRESS (\( T = -2.13, p = 0.06 \)), although marginal difference was found between short TE/TM and PRESS (\( T = -2.35, p = 0.04 \)). However, significantly different spectral separation between Gln and Glu were found between short and long TE/TM (Gln: \( T = 5.84, p < 0.001 \); Glu: \( T = 6.05, p < 0.001 \)), between short TE/TM and PRESS (Gln: \( T = 2.62, p = 0.02 \); Glu: \( T = -6.74, p < 0.001 \)), and between long TE/TM and PRESS (Gln: \( T = 8.79, p < 0.001 \); Glu: \( T = -13.3, p < 0.001 \)).

Comparable correlation coefficients between Gln and Glu (Table 3.3) were found between short and long TE/TM (\( T = 0.70, p = 0.50 \)), and between short TE/TM and PRESS (\( T = -1.61, p = 0.14 \)), while significantly different correlation coefficients between Gln and Glu were observed between long TE/TM and PRESS (\( T = -2.47, p = 0.03 \)).
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7 T

Significantly higher SNRs were found in the spectra using short TE/TM than those using long TE/TM (132 ± 31 vs 78 ± 17; $T = 5.80, p = 0.001$), and the FWHM values were statistically identical between short and long TE/TM (8.2 ± 1.9 Hz vs 9.4 ± 2.0 Hz; $T = -2.05, p = 0.08$).

As shown in Fig. 3.6.D, E and Table 3.3, short TE/TM showed no significantly different Glx concentrations but different separation between Gln and Glu compared to long TE/TM (Glx: $T = 0.06, p = 0.95$; Gln: $T = 5.74, p = 0.001$; Glu: $T = -2.57, p = 0.04$), and significantly lower correlation than long TE/TM ($T = 7.00, p < 0.001$).
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Figure 3.6 Example 3 T \textit{in vivo} spectra from the cPCC region using STEAM with short TE/TM (20 ms / 10 ms; A), long TE/TM (72 ms / 6 ms; B) and using PRESS with short TE 35 ms (C), and 7 T \textit{in vivo} spectra from the rPCC region using STEAM with VERSE with short TE/TM (20 ms / 10 ms; D) and long TE/TM (74 ms / 68 ms; E).
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Table 3.3 Quantitative results from the in vivo measurements: At 3 T, all in vivo Gln and Glu signals were measured in the PCC region using STEAM with short and long TE/TM (20 ms / 10 ms & 72 ms / 6 ms) and PRESS with TE 35 ms; At 7 T, all in vivo Gln and Glu signals were acquired in the rPCC region using STEAM with VERSE with short and long TE/TM (20 ms / 10 ms & 74 ms / 68 ms). Absolute concentrations are expressed using institutional units (i.u.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TE/TM or TE (ms)</th>
<th>Glx</th>
<th>CRLB (%)</th>
<th>Abs.Con. (i.u.)</th>
<th>Glu</th>
<th>CRLB (%)</th>
<th>Abs.Con. (i.u.)</th>
<th>Gln</th>
<th>CRLB (%)</th>
<th>Abs.Con. (i.u.)</th>
<th>Corr.Coeff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 / 10</td>
<td>12.3±1.5</td>
<td>12.6±0.9</td>
<td>13.1±1.4</td>
<td>8.8±1.0</td>
<td>30.5±8.6</td>
<td>3.7±0.9</td>
<td>-0.08±0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72 / 6</td>
<td>18.5±5.1</td>
<td>12.6±1.7</td>
<td>28.0±8.1</td>
<td>6.3±1.2</td>
<td>26.5±9.5</td>
<td>6.3±1.3</td>
<td>-0.10±0.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>9.6±1.3</td>
<td>13.4±1.1</td>
<td>9.9±1.2</td>
<td>10.5±0.7</td>
<td>29.3±7.2</td>
<td>2.9±0.7</td>
<td>-0.05±0.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 / 10</td>
<td>3.8±0.7</td>
<td>8.4±1.0</td>
<td>3.8±0.7</td>
<td>7.2±0.7</td>
<td>14.9±3.0</td>
<td>1.2±0.3</td>
<td>-0.04±0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74 / 68</td>
<td>7.1±1.0</td>
<td>8.4±0.9</td>
<td>6.5±0.9</td>
<td>8.0±0.8</td>
<td>75.3±24.9</td>
<td>0.5±0.2</td>
<td>-0.12±0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 Discussion

In this study, STEAM spectra of Gln and Glu at short and field-specific long TE/TM were simulated, and the corresponding in vitro and in vivo Gln and Glu signals were measured at 3 and 7 T. These acquired Gln and Glu signals with short TE/TM for high SNR and with field-specific long TE/TM for best separating main peaks of Gln and Glu were analyzed and compared to determine the optimal TE/TM setting for Gln and Glu acquisitions and separation.

Agreeing with Yang et al., (2008), the simulated Gln and Glu spectra using long TE/TM show higher spectral separation than those using short TE/TM at both 3 and 7 T. In addition, long TE/TM also reflects the true Glu/Gln ratio of the phantom more accurately than short TE/TM at both fields. The larger CRLB values of Gln and Glu at long TE/TM, compared to at short TE/TM, are probably caused by their lower spectral SNRs,
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since the CRLB analysis in LCModel is partially reversely linked to spectral SNR (Provencher, 2013).

Based on the similar spectral line-widths represented by FWHM values, all field-specific in vivo spectra are considered being acquired under the identical shim condition. With two times the SNR, 7 T in vivo spectra using short TE/TM have comparable Glx quantification but significantly different concentrations of Gln and Glu, much smaller CRLBs and less correlation between Gln and Glu, compared to those using long TE/TM. More importantly, the mean level of Glu/Gln ratios in the rPCC region using short TE/TM is more comparable to the literature reported for anterior cingulate cortex region (Stephan et al., 2011; 6.0 vs 4.8) than that using long TE/TM (16.7). The small variance between the ratios at short TE/TM and from the literature is likely because of the regional variations across cingulate cortex (Dou et al., 2013). Analog to the 7 T results, similar Glx concentrations but significantly different Gln and Glu quantification are also found between the 3 T in vivo spectra using short and long TE/TM. Considering the similar correlation coefficients between Gln and Glu, significantly different spectral SNRs might be the main reason causing discrepant CRLBs and quantification for Gln and Glu measured with short and long TE/TM. To further explore the importance of SNR in metabolite quantification, PRESS with short TE was applied for Gln and Glu acquisitions at 3 T. The acquired spectra have the highest SNRs in 3 T in vivo spectra and their mean Glu/Gln ratio is consistent with literature (Hurd et al., 2004; 3.62 vs 3.65), while the ratio is 2.4 for short TE/TM and 1.0 for long TE/TM.

Higher separation at long TE/TM in in vitro spectra and more accurate quantification at short TE/TM in in vivo spectra indicate that given sufficient spectral SNR (in vitro spectra), the proposed field-specific long TE/TM settings are indeed capable of more accurately separating Gln and Glu than short TE/TM. However, because of more than ten times lower metabolite concentrations and much shorter T2 relaxation time, in vivo spectra cannot be acquired with similar SNRs as in vitro spectra, especially using long TE.
In vivo results demonstrate that the SNRs of spectra using short TE are significantly higher than those using long TE, and accurate metabolite quantifications are respectively obtained from the spectra using short TE in PRESS at 3 T and short TE/TM in STEAM at 7 T. Therefore, high spectral SNR is inferred as the dominant factor for accurate Gln and Glu quantification in in vivo spectra.

As reported in the literature (Yang et al., 2008; Stephan et al., 2011), most CRLB values of Glu and Gln using short and long TE/TM are smaller than the values obtained here: 2 vs 4 and 8 vs 7 (Glu), 6 vs 15 and 28 vs 76 (Gln) at 7 T; 8 vs 13 and 10 vs 28 (Glu), 24 vs 31 and 5 vs 27 (Gln) at 3 T. The most probable reason is that for high spectral SNRs, both previous studies measured spectra with more than two times larger voxels and twice the scan averages than this study (8, 9 ml vs 3.75 ml; 256, 288 vs 128). However, in most clinical MRS studies, medical doctors require small voxels to limit partial volume effects and short scan time for patients. Clementi et al., (2005) reported that the increased spectral interference between NAA and Glx are occurred using short TE/TM. However, similar detection of in vivo NAA using short and long TE/TM are demonstrated in terms of CRLBs at either 3 T (6.8 ± 2.1 vs 6.4 ± 1.4, p = 0.71) or 7 T (2.4 ± 0.5 vs 2.0 ± 0.9, p = 0.08).

In addition to STEAM, in vivo Gln and Glu were also measured previously using other $^1$H-MRS techniques, such as semi-adiabatic LASER, MEGA-PRESS spectral editing and 2D J-resolved PRESS. Semi-adiabatic LASER sequence with short TE = 24 ms was applied by Öz et al., (2011) for full signal intensity to measure human cerebellum spectra at 4 T. The averaged Glu/Gln ratio is 2.6. MEGA-PRESS with TE = 68 ms was used by Kakeda et al., (2011) to acquire Gln and Glu signals in human parieto-occipital lobe and frontal lobe regions at 3 T. The quantified Glu/Gln ratio is 1.1 with CRLB values 11 and 70 for Gln and Glu. Additionally, 2D J-resolved PRESS was suggested as an effective and stable technique for in vivo Gln and Glu acquisitions (Henry et al., 2010). Walter et al., (2009) applied this technique at 3 T to measure Gln and Glu in human pregenual anterior
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cingulate cortex region. The acquisition time was 16 minutes per voxel and the resulted Glu/Gln ratio is 4.0. Compared to the above-mentioned techniques, STEAM with short TE/TM at 7 T shows the optimal separation for Gln and Glu with high and reasonable Glu/Gln ratio. Furthermore, its much shorter acquisition time, compared to 2D J-resolved PRESS, is particularly suitable for clinical studies.

In conclusion, field-specific long TE/TM proposed by Yang et al., (2008) is indeed able to more accurately separate Gln and Glu than short TE/TM, given sufficient spectral SNR. However, due to the limited spectral SNRs in clinical MRS, the superiority of Gln and Glu separation using long TE/TM is outweighed by the high SNR of short TE/TM acquisition especially at high field. Therefore, STEAM with short TE/TM at 7 T is proposed to be applied in future Gln- and Glu-oriented clinical MRS studies.
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4.1 Preface

The main goal in this chapter is to test whether reproducible measurement for in vivo glutamine (Gln) and glutamate (Glu) can be achieved at 7 T by applying the stimulated-echo acquisition mode (STEAM) with short echo time (TE) / mixing time (TM; 20 ms / 10 ms) proposed in Chapter 3.

To achieve this goal, four cingulate sub-regions in human brains are systematically measured using STEAM with short TE/TM (20 ms / 10 ms) at 7 T. The corresponding local concentrations of Gln and Glu as well as GABA are obtained, and further corrected for gray matter (GM) content using a newly designed correction method to exclude the potential influence of local GM variations on metabolite concentrations (McLean et al., 2000; Srinivasan et al., 2006). All these concentrations with and without correction are used to quantify the measurement reproducibility.

In addition, all these obtained local metabolite concentrations before and after correction are also used to reveal the regional glutamatergic and GABAergic variations across human cingulate cortex (CC), and compared with their respective receptor densities measured autoradiographically by Palomero-Gallagher et al., (2009), aiming to explore to what extent the local concentrations of the major excitatory neurotransmitter Glu and the major inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA reflect the differences in local Glu and GABA receptor densities and which subtypes of receptors are most strongly represented.
4.2 Materials and Methods

MRS Data Acquisition

Thirty six healthy male subjects (27 ± 3 years old) were recruited after giving informed written consent in accordance with the approval by the local Institutional Review Board. They were required to stop drinking tea, coffee or smoking at least one hour before the scan sessions. All scan sessions were arranged between 8 A.M. and 8 P.M. with an averaged time difference of 3.8 hours over all subjects.

Ten of these subjects were randomly selected as “retest subjects” and scanned three times within two months in order to evaluate the measurement reproducibility. The remaining twenty six subjects were only scanned one time. Four cingulate sub-regions across CC were measured for spectrum acquisitions, including pregenual anterior CC (pgACC), anterior mid-CC (aMCC) and both rostral and caudal parts of the posterior CC (PCC): rPCC and cPCC (Fig. 4.1).

Figure 4.1 Voxel placement on four ROIs in representative 3D MPRAGE anatomical images: pgACC (A), aMCC (B), rPCC (C) and cPCC (D).
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All experiments were performed on a 7 T MR scanner (Siemens MAGNETOM, Erlangen, Germany) using a 24-channel head array coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, USA). High resolution anatomical images were acquired with the application of the three dimensional (3D) magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequences. The corresponding scan parameters were: TE = 2.73 ms, repetition time (TR) = 2300 ms, inversion time (TI) = 1050 ms, flip angle = 5°, bandwidth = 150 Hz/pixel, acquisition matrix = 320 x 320 x 224 and isometric voxel size = (0.8 mm)³. A reconstruction procedure was then applied to reconstruct MPRAGE images in the anterior commissure – posterior commissure plane, which provided the anterior – posterior direction for placing MRS voxels. Local B₁ adjustments and local B₀ adjustments were respectively implemented in the voxel-specific regions, in order to achieve optimal local signal-to-noise-ratios (SNRs) and field inhomogeneities. STEAM with variable rate selective excitation (VERSE) pulses were employed for spectrum acquisitions with voxel size of 25 x 15 x 10 mm³ = 3.75 ml, 128 averages, TR/TE/TM = 3000/20/10 ms, data size = 2048 points and bandwidth = 2800 Hz. Corresponding water reference spectra were also acquired for eddy current correction and metabolite quantification.

The basis set for spectrum analysis was measured using STEAM VERSE with identical TR/TE/TM setting at 7T, which consists of twenty metabolites spectra (acetate, alanine, aspartate, citrate, N-acetylaspartate (NAA), creatine (Cr), GABA, Glu, Gln, glucose, glycine, glycerophosphocholine, glutathione, myo-inositol, phosphocreatine, lactate, phosphocholine, phosphorylethanolamine, succinate and taurine).

Data Analysis

LCModel version 6.1.0 (Provencher, 1993) was applied for spectrum analysis. Institutional units (i.u.) were used to express the metabolite concentrations. Standard criteria were applied for selecting spectra with sufficient quality: (i) full width at half maximum (FWHM) of all spectra < 25 Hz, (ii) SNRs of NAA > 8, and (iii) CRLBs of GABA,
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Gln and Glu < 20%. The group-wise outliers of region-specific GABA, Gln and Glu concentrations, defined as greater than three times the inter-quartile range, were further detected using Boxplot in SPSS 18 (SPSS for Windows, Chicago III, USA) and excluded.

T1-weighted anatomical images of subjects were calculated by means of dividing the MPRAGE images to the gradient echo images measured with TR = 1340 ms, TE = 2.73 ms, flip angle = 5°, bandwidth = 150 Hz/pixel, acquisition matrix = 320 x 320 x 224 and isometric voxel size = (0.8 mm)³ (van de Moortele et al., 2009), and then segmented into GM, white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) intensity maps by applying the unified segmentation option of the SPM 8 software package (Welcome Trust Center for Neuroimaging, London, United Kingdom). Based on the obtained GM intensity maps, a custom-built program written in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) was utilized to calculate the GM percentages within respective MRS voxels. Considering the potential influences of local GM content variations on metabolite concentrations, one correction method in Eq.4.1 was designed to correct metabolite concentrations based on the estimated GM contributions for each region individually:

$$MC^{co,i} = MC^{ave} + Res_i$$  \[Eq.4.1\]

For the ith subject, the corrected metabolite concentration for each region (MC_{co,i}) was calculated by means of the summation of the standardized residual (Res_i), obtained from a linear regression between uncorrected metabolite concentrations and corresponding GM percentages of the voxels over all regions and subjects, and the mean level (MC_{ave}) of the uncorrected metabolite concentrations across all regions and subjects.
The reproducibility of GABA, Gln and Glu measurements was assessed using the ten “retest subjects” data in intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) toolbox of SPSS 18. ICC is able to quantify the measurement reproducibility using coefficients from 0 to 1, in which low values question the reproducibility and a coefficient of 1.0 indicates perfect matches (Weir, 2005). GABA, Gln and Glu concentrations in four regions, after the exclusion of spectra with poor quality and concentration outliers, were not complete for all three scan sessions and all subjects. Random data selections were thus implemented for each subject in three scan sessions to keep complete concentration values for all ten subjects in two scan sessions, with an exception of only seven subjects having at least two valid Gln values in cPCC.

Mean values of the ten retest subjects were calculated and entered into the whole sample. Missing values, due to the removal of spectra with unacceptable quality or concentration outliers, were substituted using the mean levels of the corresponding metabolites in the corresponding regions. In total, ten values (four for GABA and six for Gln) were rejected from the data analysis, corresponding to only a 5% of all entries.

To investigate the difference of GM contents across the four regions, a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the main factor of region and the paired-t tests as post hoc tests were applied in the full data sample. The significant threshold for both tests were set as $p = 0.05$. To test the regional variations of local metabolite concentrations across the CC, a separate repeated measures ANOVA with two main effects (metabolite and region) and the interaction effect (metabolite x region) was applied on three metabolite concentrations (GABA, Gln and Glu) in four regions, in which $p = 0.05$ was also set as the significance threshold. In case that a significant main or interaction effect was found, paired t-tests using bootstrapping (1000 samples) were further used to systematically compare these metabolite concentrations in different regions. Considering the Bonferroni correction for six multiple comparisons, $p = 0.05/6$
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=0.008 was set as the significance threshold. In addition, the metabolite concentration ratios in the four regions were also compared using paired t-tests with bootstrapping.

Lastly, multivariate linear regressions were applied to explore the effect of individual MRS voxel placement, through testing the correlation relationships between metabolite concentrations and normalized voxel positions.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Spectrum Quality

All spectra in four regions were measured with high quality: mean SNRs above 30, and mean FWHM values below 10 Hz for all regions except the pgACC region (14.6 Hz). Moreover, the target metabolites (i.e., GABA, Gln and Glu) were quantified with sufficient accuracy: mean CRLB values less than or equal to 10% for GABA, 12% for Gln and 4% for Glu (Fig. 4.2 and Table 4.1).

Table 4.1 Mean SNR ± standard deviation (SD), FWHM ± SD and CRLB ± SD of GABA, Gln and Glu in pgACC, aMCC, rPCC and cPCC regions across all subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>SNR</th>
<th>FWHM (Hz)</th>
<th>CRLB (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GABA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pgACC</td>
<td>33±6.8</td>
<td>14.6±3.1</td>
<td>8.9±3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aMCC</td>
<td>34±5.9</td>
<td>9.6±1.6</td>
<td>9.5±2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPCC</td>
<td>37±4.5</td>
<td>8.8±1.4</td>
<td>10.0±1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cPCC</td>
<td>43±5.8</td>
<td>9.0±1.6</td>
<td>9.2±1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 4.2 An example spectrum in the cPCC region with a flat baseline, SNR 51 and FWHM 6.8 Hz.

4.3.2 Regional Variations of Gray Matter across Human Cingulate Cortex

A main effect of region was revealed in the investigation of inter-regional GM variations using repeated measures ANOVA \(F_{(3,33)} = 8.4, \ p < 0.001\). The post hoc t-tests (Fig. 4.3) showed that the cPCC region had the highest GM contents compared to the remaining three regions (cPCC vs pgACC, \(p = 0.035\); cPCC vs aMCC, \(p < 0.001\); cPCC vs rPCC, \(p = 0.011\)), and the GM contents in the pgACC region was significantly higher than those in the aMCC region (\(p = 0.003\)).
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**Figure 4.3** Interregional differences in mean GM content ($p < 0.001$ is denoted as ***, $p < 0.01$ is denoted as **, $p < 0.05$ is denoted as *).

### 4.3.3 The Reproducibility of Repeated Measurements

Reproducibility of repeated measurements was confirmed by high ICC values (higher than 0.75) in all cases for all three metabolites. For metabolite concentrations without correction for GM content, comparable ICCs for GABA (.86), Gln (.92) and Glu (.89) across four regions and consistent ICCs for pgACC (.88), aMCC (.89), rPCC (.92) and cPCC (.87) for all metabolites were found. Similarly, the ICCs of corrected metabolite concentrations for GM content (mean .88, Fig. 4.4.B) were unchanged compared to uncorrected metabolite concentrations (mean .89, Fig. 4.4.A).
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Figure 4.4 ICCs of the metabolite concentrations (GABA, Gln and Glu) before (A) and after (B) correction for GM content in the pgACC, aMCC and rPCC and cPCC regions.

4.3.4 The Regional Variations of GABA, Gln and Glu Concentrations and Ratios in the Cingulate Cortex

For uncorrected metabolite concentrations for GM content, repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant main effect for region \( F_{(3,33)} = 7.9, p < 0.001 \) and also a significant interaction effect (metabolite x region; \( F_{(6,30)} = 4.9, p = 0.001 \)). Further comparisons using paired t-tests with bootstrapping were thus implemented to systematically compare the local metabolite concentrations between all four regions. GABA in the pgACC region had significantly higher concentrations than in the aMCC region \( (T = 3.022, p = 0.002) \) and rPCC region \( (T = 3.585, p = 0.001) \), while the increase of GABA concentrations in the pgACC region relative to the cPCC region only survived at uncorrected \( p < 0.05 \) level \( (T = 2.218, p = 0.029) \). Gln in the pgACC region showed the highest concentrations compared to the remaining three regions \( (pgACC \text{ vs } aMCC, T = 3.161, p = 0.003; \text{ pgACC vs } rPCC, T = 5.406, p = 0.001; \text{ pgACC vs } cPCC, T = 6.156, p = \).
Moreover, Gln in the aMCC region had significantly higher concentrations than in the rPCC region \((T = 2.812, p = 0.006)\) and also higher concentrations than in the cPCC region \((T = 2.464, p = 0.020)\) at uncorrected \(p < 0.05\) level. For Glu, the concentrations in the pgACC region were significantly higher than those in the aMCC region \((T = 3.332, p = 0.001)\), significantly higher than those in the rPCC region \((T = 2.673, p = 0.010)\) at uncorrected \(p < 0.05\) level, and trend-wisely higher than those in the cPCC region \((T = 1.617, p = 0.097; \text{Fig. 4.5.A})\). When metabolite concentrations were corrected for GM content, a significant main effect for region \((F_{(3,33)} = 9.9, p < 0.001)\) and a significant interaction effect (metabolite x region; \(F_{(6,30)} = 4.1, p = 0.004\)) were again revealed using repeated measures ANOVA. Comparison results using paired t-tests kept largely consistent. Only the corrected Gln concentrations in the aMCC region became significantly higher than in the cPCC region (Fig. 4.5.B).

Relative ratios, namely, GABA/Glu for the inhibition/excitation balance and Gln/Glu for the Gln cycling, before and after correction showed comparable comparison results across all four regions. However, the uncorrected GABA/Glu ratios in the pgACC region toward the cPCC region and the uncorrected Gln/Glu ratios in the pgACC region toward the aMCC region varied from trend-wise increases to significant increases at uncorrected \(p < 0.05\) level when they were corrected for GM content. In addition, GABA/Glu ratios before and after correction in the pgACC region toward the aMCC region varied from a trend-wise increase to a significant increase. As a main finding, increased GABA/Glu ratios in the pgACC region compared to the remaining three regions were observed, while a gradual decline in Gln/Glu ratios was found along a rostro-caudal gradient (Fig. 4.6).
Figure 4.5 Mean levels of metabolite concentrations of GABA (top), Gln (middle) and Glu (bottom) before (A) and after (B) correction for the GM content in the pgACC, aMCC, rPCC and cPCC regions ($p < 0.01$ is denoted as **, $p < 0.05$ is denoted as * and $p < 0.1$ is denoted as (*)). The metabolite concentrations are expressed in institutional units (i.u.).
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Figure 4.6 Mean levels of metabolite concentration ratios for inhibition/excitation (GABA/Glu, upper) and indirect Gln cycling (Gln/Glu, lower) by using metabolite concentrations before (A) and after (B) correction for the GM content in the pgACC, aMCC, rPCC and cPCC regions (p < 0.01 is denoted as **, p < 0.05 is denoted as * and p < 0.1 is denoted as (*)).

4.3.5 The Effects of the Voxel Placement Deviations on Metabolite Concentrations

No major effects of regional voxel positions were revealed on metabolite concentrations using multivariate linear regressions.
4.4 Discussion

In this chapter, STEAM with short TE/TM (20 ms / 10 ms) proposed for optimal Gln and Glu acquisitions and separation in Chapter 3 was applied at 7 T to systematically measure Gln and Glu as well as GABA signals in four sub-regions across human CC. The corresponding local metabolite concentrations were obtained and corrected for excluding the potential effects of GM content variations across the CC. Partial local metabolites concentrations, acquired in the test-retest measurements, were used to assess the measurement reproducibility, and the whole sample data were analyzed to reveal for the first time the intra-subject regional variations of metabolite concentrations across the CC.

Applying standard spectral quality criteria, 95% metabolites are proven to be successfully measured. Besides the results shown in Chapter 3, the high success rate of metabolite acquisitions obtained here can again demonstrate the reliable Gln and Glu detection using STEAM with short TE/TM. In addition, the reported concentration ratios of GABA, Gln and Glu relative to Cr in the pgACC region (Walter et al., 2009) are also comparable to the values shown in this study: Gln/Cr (0.34 vs 0.35), Glu/Cr (1.35 vs 1.47) and GABA/Cr (0.21 vs 0.29).

As a significant variation of GM contents was found across the CC, the correction of metabolite concentrations for voxel compositions should be taken into account. Since there is currently no gold-standard method allowing the metabolite concentration correction for tissue compositions, one method using linear regression is designed in this study to correct metabolite concentrations for GM contents based on the estimates of the influence of GM variations. The effects of WM and CSF on metabolite concentrations are not considered here, since metabolites are found having much lower concentrations in WM and CSF (McLean et al., 2000; Srinivasan et al., 2006; Stephenson
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et al., 2011; Lynch et al., 1993; Mandal., 2007) and the mean percentage of CSF to the whole voxel content is no higher than 5% in this study.

Measurement reproducibility is confirmed using test-retest data with and without correction for GM content. The corresponding high ICC values (> 0.75, the normal threshold value for good reproducibility; Lockhart et al., 2008) demonstrate a high reproducibility of Gln, Glu and GABA measurements using STEAM with short TE/TM. Although merely the spectra fulfilled the quality criteria are applied in the ICC analysis, only 2 of 120 spectra are excluded from the test-retest dataset. Moreover, the accurate and reproducible measurements for GABA indicate that STEAM with short TE/TM at 7 T can not only be applied for reliable detection of Gln and Glu but also be used for measuring those metabolites with small signals (e.g., GABA; Northoff et al., 2007).

The local metabolite concentrations and concentration ratios indeed co-vary with known receptor distributions along anatomically defined sub-regions across CC. A previous study reported a gradual decline of AMPA receptors from above-average densities in the pgACC region towards average levels in the aMCC region, and further caudally sub-average densities in the regions around the central sulcus (Palomero-Gallagher et al., 2009). As an NMDA receptor antagonist, the relevant antidepressant action of ketamine is mainly mediated via activation/translocation of AMPA receptors, which is similar to other glutamate modulating agents (e.g., riluvole or lamotrigine; Du et al., 2006). The suggestion supports the reported treatment effects in the pgACC region, agreed with increased Gln cycling and predicted by local Gln concentrations (Salvadore et al., 2012). This is still an indirect link and however needs to be considered as the first evidence connecting the local metabolite concentration and a receptor subtype density that is referred to increased metabolite levels in pharmacology and Gln cycling.
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On the other hand, the study regarding the link between GABA concentrations and their relevance for actual synaptic GABAergic activity in humans has not been established yet. The here found highest GABA concentrations in the pgACC region reflect the higher GABA\textsubscript{\text{B}} receptor densities compared with other three cingulate compartments (Palomero-Gallagher et al., 2009). Oppositely, the local GABA concentrations correlate inversely with GABA\textsubscript{\text{A}} receptor densities, since GABA\textsubscript{\text{A}} receptor shows the lowest concentrations in the pgACC region across all four cingulate sub-regions (Palomero-Gallagher et al., 2009). Therefore, GABA release in the pgACC region would mainly result in slow synaptic inhibition via GABA\textsubscript{\text{B}} receptors, whereas the mid-CC (MCC) region and the PCC region would be subject to the fast component of GABAergic inhibition mediated to a greater extent by GABA\textsubscript{\text{A}} receptors. Interestingly, activation of presynaptic GABA\textsubscript{\text{B}} receptors suppresses multi-vesicular release and thus decreases synaptic Glu concentration (Chalifoux and Carter, 2010). This would be able to explain why the pgACC region has the highest GABA/Glu ratios. This characteristic ratio, together with its receptor fingerprints, would indicate that the pgACC region is subject to a higher degree of inhibition compared with the MCC or PCC region. Northoff et al., (2007) indeed reported that regional GABA concentrations are correlated with the amount of negative blood oxygen-level-dependent responses in the pgACC region across subjects, it should however be aware that a similar effect of covariance of markers of an inhibition/excitation balance and the known regional baseline mechanisms of task induced activations and deactivations are found here.

The distinction of anatomical boundaries in the PCC region is a critical limitation in this study. Partitions adjacent to each other in this region are relatively small and have opposing receptor densities. Using the current voxel size defined in this study, it is difficult to measure individual partition without partial volume effect. Therefore, more careful comparisons between the local profiles of metabolite concentrations and the receptor fingerprints in the posterior voxels would be expected to find out more
Variations between the posterior voxels. In addition, PCC region is also expected to have higher GABA/Glu and Glu/Gln ratios, if the voxel position is more ventral and caudal, towards the retrosplenial – precuneus portion. However, the actual cPCC voxel is located quite dorsally and not overlapped with the posterior default mode network in the PCC region (Yu et al., 2011).

In summary, the study has demonstrated that the application of STEAM with short TE/TM at 7 T, which was proposed in the previous chapter, can measure Gln and Glu with high reproducibility and also acquire GABA with high reliability. In addition, the distributions of local GABA, Gln and Glu concentrations across the CC are for the first time revealed and indeed co-varied with the fingerprints of previously reported receptors.
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5.1 Preface

This chapter aims to test whether spectroscopy voxels can be automatically prescribed with high accuracy and reproducibility in high field longitudinal magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) studies.

MRS voxels in longitudinal MRS studies are usually positioned manually by physicians or well trained technicians using visual determinations (Houkin et al., 1993; Schott et al., 2010). Due to the required identical voxel localizations, manual voxel prescription needs additional time, i.e., up to several minutes per voxel, to carefully adjust the localizations and orientations of voxels at each scan session (Itti et al., 2001, Benner et al., 2006). In addition, manual voxel prescription can usually introduce variability of voxel positions at multiple scan sessions because of the varied brain positions of subjects at different scan sessions or the variability of intra- and inter-operators (Itti et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2011). The extra scan time is a problem for patient measurements, and the voxel displacements between different scan sessions may allow for erroneous estimations for the local concentrations of metabolites. Therefore, for efficient and reliable voxel positioning in longitudinal MRS studies, automatic voxel prescription is greatly desired.

Many automatic scan prescription methods have been previously proposed and applied in magnetic resonance (MR) image studies at field strengths up to 3 T. They are geometrical landmarks based method (Itti et al., 2001), image alignment using spherical navigator echoes (Welch et al., 2002; 2004), image based registration algorithm using cross-correlation of the localizer images (Gedat et al., 2004), image based auto-alignment method using statistical atlas (Van der Kouwe et al., 2005), combination of feature landmarks and image registration (Sharp et al., 2005) and imaging registration with an active shape mode (Zhang et al., 2009). However, due to the potential interference between automatic position detection and high field inhomogeneity (e.g., 7 T) and precise positioning requirement for small MRS voxels, no automatic voxel positioning technique has been applied in high field longitudinal MRS studies so far.
In this chapter, a vendor-provided automatic voxel positioning (Auto-Align) technique is tested for the first time to prescribe MRS voxels in a 7 T longitudinal MRS study. The accuracy and reproducibility of automatic voxel prescription are systematically estimated and further compared to manual voxel prescription.

5.2 Materials and Methods

Data Acquisition

Twenty four healthy subjects were enrolled in this study after a standard clinical interview for excluding history and present psychiatric or neurological illnesses and self-report questionnaires approved by the local Institutional Review Board. Twelve (28 ± 7 years old) of them were randomly chosen to apply automatic MRS voxel prescription at three separate scan sessions. In comparison, the remaining twelve (30 ± 4 years old) attended three scan sessions but measured with manual voxel prescription for MRS voxel placement.

All experiments were implemented on a 7 T MR scanner (Siemens MAGNETOM, Erlangen, Germany). 32-channel head array coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, USA) was applied in the experiments using automatic voxel prescription. The Siemens-provided landmark based pre-scan sequence was initially applied at each scan session. The corresponding scan parameters included: echo time (TE) = 1.53 ms, repetition time (TR) = 4 ms, flip angle (FA) = 16°, bandwidth (BW) = 550 Hz/Px, acquisition matrix = 160 x 160 x 128 and isometric voxel size = (1.6 mm)$^3$. It took 17 s scan time to run this sequence and an additional 26 s for on-line image co-registration under the Siemens image reconstruction hardware of Intel(R) Xeon(R) with 2.8 GHz CPU and 32 GB RAM (Fig. 5.1). All subsequent imaging volumes, e.g., T$_1$-weighted anatomical images and spectroscopy voxels, were defined manually at the first scan session and prescribed automatically in the following two scan sessions. A three dimensional (3D) magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence (TE = 2.73 ms, TR = 2300 ms, inversion time (TI) =
1050 ms, FA = 5°, BW = 150 Hz/Px, acquisition matrix = 320 x 320 x 224 and isometric voxel size = (0.8 mm)³ was used to acquire high resolution anatomical images. The acquisition time was six minutes and one second. All acquired MPRAGE images were then reconstructed into the anterior commissure – posterior commissure plane, which provided the anterior – posterior direction for placing MRS voxels in two cingulate sub-regions: pregenual anterior cingulate cortex (pgACC) and anterior mid-cingulate cortex (aMCC; Fig. 5.2). After local B₁ and local B₀ adjustments, optimal signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) and field homogeneity were respectively achieved within the voxel-specific regions. Stimulated echo acquisition mode (STEAM) with variable rate selective excitation (VERSE) pulses were then applied to acquire spectra with 128 averages, TR/TE/ mixing time (TM) = 3000/20/10 ms, voxel size = 20 x 15 x 10 mm³ = 3 ml for the pgACC region and 25 x 15 x 10 mm³ = 3.75 ml for the aMCC region, data size = 2048 points and BW = 2800 Hz. Each region was measured with six minutes and thirty six seconds scan time. Corresponding water reference spectra were also acquired for eddy current correction and metabolite quantification.

24-channel head array coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, USA) was applied in the experiments with manual voxel prescription. Based on the 0.8 mm resolution isotropic 3D MPRAGE images reconstructed in the above-mentioned procedure, MRS voxels with voxel size 25 x 15 x 10 mm³ = 3.75 ml were manually prescribed in the pgACC and aMCC regions by a specially trained technician at all three scan sessions. Following the voxel positions defined at the first scan session, the technician took up to two minutes for each voxel prescription in the following two scan sessions. After the voxel-wise optimization using local B₁ and B₀ adjustments, the above mentioned STEAM with VERSE pulses were applied for spectrum acquisitions, with an exception that two of twelve subjects were measured using TM = 15 ms instead of 10 ms. Corresponding water reference spectra for eddy current correction and metabolite quantification were acquired.
A sequence-specific in vitro basis set measured with TR/TE/TM (3000 ms / 20 ms / 10 ms) at 7 T was applied for in vivo spectrum analysis. This basis set includes eighteen major metabolite spectra (alanine, aspartate, citrate, N-acetylaspartate (NAA), N-Acetylaspartylglutamic acid, creatine, GABA, glutamate, glutamine, glucose, glycerophosphocholine, glutathione, myo-Inositol, phosphocreatine, phosphocholine, phosphorylethanolamine, succinate and taurine).

**Figure 5.1** Representative vendor-provided pre-scan images after on-line co-registration (A, sagittal view; B, transverse view; C, coronal view).

**Figure 5.2** Representative voxel placement in the pgACC (A) and aMCC (B) regions in 3D MPRAGE anatomical images.

**Data Analysis**

Binary masks of MRS voxels, which were MPRAGE image based, were created by a custom-built program written in MATLAB (MathWorks). Using the co-registration option
in SPM 8 (Welcome Trust Center for Neuroimaging, London, United Kingdom; Ashburner et al., 2013), the MPRAGE images from the second and third scan sessions, together with the corresponding binary voxels, were co-registered into the MPRAGE images from the first scan session. All co-registered voxel binary masks as well as the binary masks from the first scan session were calculated using the image calculation option of the SPM 8. The geometric overlap ratios of the voxels from the second and third scan sessions relative to the first scan session were thus obtained respectively.

The built-in paired t-test toolbox in SPSS 18 (SPSS for Windows, Chicago III, USA) was applied to statistically estimate the reproducibility of automatic and manual voxel prescription. With the significance threshold $p = 0.05$, paired t-tests directly compared the region-specific voxel overlap ratios between the first and second scan sessions (sessions 1 and 2) with those between the first and third scan sessions (sessions 1 and 3).

Excluding the spectra of two subjects measured with TM = 15 ms, the remaining spectra of twenty two subjects were analyzed using LCModel version 6.3.0 (Provencher, 1993; Provencher, 2013). As the output results, the spectral SNRs, Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) values (Cavassila et al., 2001) and the concentrations of metabolites were obtained. The metabolite concentrations were expressed with institutional units (i.u.). To exclude spectra with insufficient quality, strict criteria were applied: (i) spectral SNRs < 8, and (ii) CRLB values of NAA, creatine + phosphocreatine (Cr) and glutamate + glutamine (Glx) > 10%. Because of the strongest signals across all metabolites, NAA, Cr and Glx were chosen as representative metabolites to estimate spectrum quality. The group-wise outliers of region-specific NAA, Cr and Glx concentrations were respectively detected using Boxplot toolbox in SPSS 18, which were defined as greater than three times the inter-quartile range. Total seven concentration values of four spectra were removed from the whole 396 entries.
Local concentrations of metabolites NAA, Cr and Glx in three scan sessions were used to calculate the coefficients of variation (CV) which was defined as standard deviations (SDs) / mean values, in order to assess the reproducibility of spectrum detection across three scan sessions with automatic and manual voxel prescription.

### 5.3 Results

Over all three scan sessions and two brain regions across all subjects, the mean voxel geometric overlap ratio ± SD was 0.91 ± 0.06 for automatic voxel prescription and 0.70 ± 0.14 for manual voxel prescription (Fig. 5.3 and 5.4).

Using paired t-tests, region-specific voxel overlap ratios between sessions 1 and 2 and between sessions 1 and 3 were directly compared. For voxels using automatic voxel prescription, comparable voxel overlap ratios were found in both the pgACC region ($T = 0.17, p = 0.87$) and aMCC region ($T = 0.10, p = 0.92$; mean: 0.92 ± 0.06 vs 0.91 ± 0.05 for pgACC; 0.91 ± 0.06 vs 0.91 ± 0.07 for aMCC). In contrast, for voxels with manual voxel prescription, voxel overlap ratios between sessions 1 and 2 were found significantly higher than those between sessions 1 and 3 in both the pgACC region ($T = 4.52, p = 0.001$; mean: 0.82 ± 0.08 vs 0.60 ± 0.14) and aMCC region ($T = 2.47, p = 0.031$; mean: 0.73 ± 0.07 vs 0.65 ± 0.14).

All spectra were measured with sufficient quality: the mean SNRs > 30; the CRLBs of NAA < 3%, of Cr < 3% and of Glx < 5% (Table 5.1, Fig. 5.5). Additionally, the mean levels of local NAA, Cr and Glx across all sessions and subjects and the averaged CVs of their concentrations across all subjects are shown in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. Compared to manual voxel prescription, automatic voxel prescription allows the metabolite concentrations to have lower CVs in both the pgACC and aMCC regions (mean: 5.3% vs 11.2% for pgACC; 5.0% vs 13.7% for aMCC; Table 5.3).
Figure 5.3 The geometric overlap ratios of MRS voxels prescribed at the second to the first scan sessions (denoted as “2-1”), and at the third to the first scan sessions (denoted as “3-1”) using automatic voxel prescription (A) and manual voxel prescription (B) for both pgACC and aMCC regions across all subjects.

Figure 5.4 An example within-subject MRS voxel prescriptions in the aMCC region using automatic voxel prescription by the vendor-provided automatic voxel positioning technique. Based on 3D MPRAGE anatomical images, the voxels were manually defined at the first scan session (A) and automatically prescribed at the second and third scan sessions (B, C). No noticeable variations of voxel locations are found.
Figure 5.5 Example within-subject MRS spectra of the pgACC region measured using automatic (A) and manual voxel prescription (B) at the first scan session (upper), at the second scan session (middle) and at the third scan session (bottom).
Table 5.1: Spectra in the pgACC and aMCC regions were measured at three scan sessions using automatic and manual voxel prescription. The corresponding mean SNRs ± SDs and CRLBs ± SDs of NAA, Cr and Glx are shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>SNR</th>
<th>CRLB (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Voxel Prescription</td>
<td>pgACC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>46±6</td>
<td>2.4 ± 1.7 1.7 ± 0.5 3.3 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>47±5</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.9 1.7 ± 0.5 3.2 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>46±7</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.7 1.5 ± 0.5 3.2 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aMCC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>42±10</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.7 1.4 ± 0.5 3.8 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>43±11</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.6 1.3 ± 0.4 3.5 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>46±4</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.4 1.4 ± 0.5 3.5 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual Voxel Prescription</td>
<td>pgACC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>35±7</td>
<td>2.7 ± 1.4 2.7 ± 1.1 4.1 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>36±9</td>
<td>2.4 ± 1.4 2.5 ± 0.8 4.2 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37±8</td>
<td>2.4 ± 1.0 2.1 ± 0.7 3.9 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aMCC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37±4</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.3 1.9 ± 0.3 3.5 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38±5</td>
<td>2.4 ± 0.5 1.9 ± 0.3 3.4 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33±7</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.6 1.6 ± 0.5 3.7 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Spectra were acquired in human pgACC and aMCC regions with automatic and manual voxel prescription at three different scan sessions. The corresponding mean metabolite concentrations ± SDs of local NAA, Cr, and Glx are displayed. The metabolite concentrations are expressed in institutional units (i.u.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>pgACC</th>
<th>aMCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NAA</td>
<td>Cr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic</td>
<td>8.6 ± 0.6</td>
<td>9.1 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>9.2 ± 1.1</td>
<td>9.5 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.3 Mean CVs (%) ± SDs of local NAA, Cr and Glx concentrations across all subjects are shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>pgACC</th>
<th></th>
<th>aMCC</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NAA</td>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>Glx</td>
<td>NAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic</td>
<td>6.2 ± 4.6</td>
<td>4.0 ± 2.8</td>
<td>5.7 ± 6.0</td>
<td>6.4 ± 6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>11.7 ± 6.9</td>
<td>9.5 ± 3.6</td>
<td>12.5 ± 11.5</td>
<td>11.8 ± 10.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Discussion

In this chapter, MRS voxels were for the first time prescribed automatically in a 7 T longitudinal MRS study, using a vendor-provided automatic voxel positioning technique. Through prescribing MRS voxels in two sub-cingulate regions of healthy subjects at three scan sessions, the accuracy and reproducibility of automatic voxel prescription were systematically estimated and further compared to manual voxel prescription.

Automatic voxel prescription demonstrates in this study that highly accurate and reproducible voxel prescription can be achieved at multiple high field MRS scan sessions with its application, even though high field inhomogeneity can potentially interfere with automatic position detection and small MRS voxels require highly precise positioning. Relative to 70% voxel overlap of manual voxel prescription, 91% voxel overlap proves the accuracy of automatic voxel prescription. Additionally, comparable voxel prescriptions across different scan sessions confirm the high reproducibility of automatic voxel prescription. In comparison, using manual voxel prescription, voxel overlap ratios between sessions 1 and 2 are significantly higher than those between sessions 1 and 3. It indicates that the manual voxel prescription at multiple scan sessions is not as reproducible as automatic voxel prescription, and the corresponding introduced deviations of voxel locations are getting larger as the scan session is farther from the first scan session.
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Evaluating by strict spectral quality criteria, 98% spectra are validated to be successfully measured in the voxels prescribed with automatic and manual voxel prescription. Since the local metabolite concentrations with automatic voxel prescription have much lower CVs than those with manual voxel prescription, it can be inferred that the larger deviations of voxel placement introduced by manual voxel prescription may be the reason resulting in the detection of the local metabolites with more variations. This increased concentration variability can potentially allow for erroneous estimation for local metabolites in longitudinal studies.

Previously, other automatic image prescription techniques have been applied in clinical longitudinal MR image studies at 1.5 T, e.g., tracking lesions in multiple sclerosis and symptoms in neurodegenerative disorders (Molyneux et al., 1998; Freeborough et al., 1996). Highly accurate and reproducible positioning was also reported. As an example, Benner et al., (2006) applied both the manual slice prescription and an image based automatic alignment technique (Van der Kouwe et al., 2005) to prescribe MR images in patients’ brains at multiple scan sessions, respectively. The automatically aligned images showed less variation between different scan sessions, compared to the images using manual slice prescription.

However, no application of automatic voxel prescription has been, to our knowledge, established in high field MRS studies so far. Besides the above-mentioned high accuracy and reproducibility, the vendor-provided automatic voxel positioning technique is fully automated for voxel volume positioning in the follow-up scan sessions after the determination of voxel positions at the first session. In addition, compared to the required several minutes for manual voxel placement, this vendor-provided technique requires only 43 s per scan session. The shortened scan time is thus able to be used to optimize MRS acquisitions, e.g., optimizing voxel shimming. Therefore, automatic instead of manual voxel prescription is indeed an effective and efficient solution to prescribe MRS voxels at multiple scan sessions.
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The potential head motion which was not taken into account during the scans is one limitation of this study. The brain motion between the initial pre-scan and MPRAGE image acquisitions can to some degree cause inaccurate image prescriptions. The brain motion between MPRAGE and spectrum acquisitions can influence the detection of local metabolite spectra. Therefore, to control for the potential head motion, motion correction techniques, e.g., optical motion tracking based prospective motion correction (Zaitsev et al., 2010), need to be combined with in future MRS studies.

In summary, compared to manual voxel prescription, automatic voxel prescription is demonstrated to prescribe MRS voxels with higher accuracy and reproducibility in a 7 T longitudinal MRS study. Therefore, the application of automatic instead of manual voxel prescription should be proposed in any future high field longitudinal MRS studies.
Summary
In this thesis, a comparison study is initially implemented to systematically compare the spectral separation between glutamine (Gln) and glutamate (Glu) at short echo time (TE) / mixing time (TM) and field-specific long TE/TM in stimulated-echo acquisition mode (STEAM) acquisition at 3 and 7 T. Short TE/TM (20 ms / 10 ms) at 7 T is proven to provide the spectra with highest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and thus better separate the in vivo Gln and Glu signals than long TE/TM (74 ms / 68 ms) proposed for best separation of main peaks of Gln and Glu (Yang et al., 2008). Based on this important finding, STEAM with short TE/TM (20 ms / 10 ms) is further applied at 7 T to systematically measure local Gln and Glu concentrations across the cingulate cortex (CC) of human brains. The reproducibility of Gln and Glu measurements is confirmed, and the regional variations of local Gln, Glu as well as GABA concentrations across the CC are revealed. In addition, automatic voxel prescription is applied for the first time to prescribe spectroscopy voxels in a 7 T longitudinal in vivo magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) study. The accuracy and reproducibility of automatic voxel prescription is demonstrated to be much higher than manual voxel prescription.

The concentration levels of Gln and Glu are important indicators in neurological and psychiatric disease diagnosis. However, due to the severely overlapped spectra between the two, accurate estimation of Gln and Glu is so far largely limited. Previously proposed techniques, such as spectral editing and 2D-spectroscopy, for Gln and Glu acquisitions are not very suitable to be applied in clinical MRS studies, since the spectral editing techniques usually focus on only one metabolite while suppressing the other and 2D spectroscopy requires long acquisition time and large MRS voxels. In comparison, STEAM is reported to be capable of measuring metabolites efficiently and simultaneously within small voxels (Graaf and Rothman, 2001). As the lineshapes of Gln and Glu spectra in STEAM acquisition are strongly depended on the choice of TE and TM values (Thompson and Allen, 2001), this thesis initially investigates the optimal TE/TM setting in STEAM for Gln and Glu detection and demonstrates that short TE/TM (20 ms / 10 ms) can best separate in vivo Gln and Glu at 7 T. Based on the introduced accurate
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Metabolite quantification by best spectral separation and further proved high reproducibility of Gln and Glu measurements, STEAM with short TE/TM (20 ms / 10 ms) at 7 T is proposed as a suitable method to measure Gln and Glu in clinical MRS studies. In addition, the measurements for those metabolites with small signals (e.g., GABA; Northoff et al., 2007), which are usually impossible to be detected at lower field, are also benefitted from the application of STEAM with TE/TM (20 ms / 10 ms) at 7 T, due to high spectral SNR provided by short TE at 7 T. Therefore, STEAM with short TE/TM (20 ms / 10 ms) can be further applied in future high field in vivo MRS studies.

In addition, the regional distributions of local Gln, Glu and GABA concentrations across the cingulate sub-regions are for the first time revealed in this thesis and compared to the profiles of respective local receptors proposed by Palomero-Gallagher et al., (2009). The GABA and Glu concentrations in the pregenual anterior CC (pgACC) region are higher compared to other sub-regions, while Gln concentrations are reversely increased in the rostro-caudal direction with the highest concentrations in the pgACC region. Furthermore, the concentration profiles of GABA and Glu are found to agree with the GABA_\text{B} receptor fingerprints in the anterior CC, whereas the Gln patterns are consistent with AMPA receptor distributions. Considering that the varied gray matter (GM) contents across the CC can potentially influence the metabolite concentrations, one new concentration correction method for GM content is designed and applied to correct metabolite concentrations.

At last, due to the potential interference between voxel position detection and high field inhomogeneity, no automatic voxel prescription has been applied in high field longitudinal MRS studies so far. Manual voxel prescription, as the traditional method to localize spectroscopy voxels, can introduce variability of voxel positions between different scan sessions and also require additional scan time for careful voxel adjustments (e.g., localization and orientation) at multiple scan sessions. Both drawbacks are in many cases challenging in particular the longitudinal MRS studies.
Therefore, in the last section of this thesis, a vendor-provided automatic voxel positioning technique is tested in a 7 T longitudinal *in vivo* MRS study. The achieved highly accurate and reproducible voxel prescription, plus the fast running time, indicates that automatic instead of manual voxel prescription should be applied in any future high field longitudinal *in vivo* MRS studies.

In conclusion, this thesis firstly proposes the application of STEAM with short TE/TM (20 ms / 10 ms) at 7 T for any upcoming *in vivo* Gln- and Glu-oriented MRS studies, and secondly demonstrates that the automatic instead of manual voxel prescription should be used in future high field longitudinal *in vivo* MRS studies.
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